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Kumpulan tiedekirjasto

In this thesis, a theoretical background of algorithms called NLS-BB-NMF and K-SVD for
computing the image dictionary have been introduced. The NLS-BB-NMF algorithm computes
the matrix factorization V ⇡ WH of the training data matrix V (in our case the set of image
patches from training image) using gradient descent methods by applying non-negative constraint
on matrices W and H. The K-SVD in turn computes the matrix factorization WH applying
sparsity constraint on the coefficient matrix H using Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) and
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). In the factorization, matrix W is the so called dictionary

and it contains features, also called atoms, of the data V . The atoms serve as a building blocks of
the original data, and they are also assumed to represent data that is similar to the training data V .

The testing of the methods were carried in two phases. Initially, in the so called training
phase, the dictionary was learned by the algorithms from a training image. The visual structure
of the atoms learned by the algorithms were notably different although the approximations WH

made by both dictionaries were visually very close to the original image. The visual difference
between the learned dictionaries was seen as a consequence of the sparsity constraint that was
forced for the coefficient matrix in K-SVD but not in NLS-BB-NMF.
Secondly, in the test phase, a test image with various noise levels was approximated using the
learned dictionary. The algorithms were able to produce approximations that were closer to the
clean test image than the noisy test image. This was seen as the effect of dictionaries whose atoms
were representing only the features of clean images.
This observation led to a second test where the algorithms were tested to compute the denoised
reconstructions of the test image with varying noise levels by using an extended dictionary contai-
ning additionally atoms learned from a noise sample.
The qualities of the reconstructions were evaluated by using the Frobenius matrix norm and Struc-
tural Similarity (ssim) index that has been observed to adapt better the visual perception of human
eyes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

An Introductory Example of Image Dictionaries

Our aim is to make an approximation/reconstruction of the given image by using the so
called dictionary. By image approximation we mean the procedure of finding an image
visually similar to the original one. Let us take a sample digital image of size 256⇥ 256

pixels, shown in figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: The original sample image.

Let us then divide our sample image into small, say 8 ⇥ 8 patches, see the figure 1.2.
Next, we try to approximate each original 8⇥8 patch in figure 1.2, by combining another

1



2 Learning Image Dictionary using NMF and K-SVD

Figure 1.2: The original image divided into 8⇥ 8 patches.

patches, called atoms, from the given collection shown in figure 1.3. The atoms in 1.3
are also of size 8⇥ 8 pixels. The set of given atoms is also called a dictionary.

Figure 1.3: The dictionary of 8⇥8 patches, called atoms by which the original patches
are approximated.

Mathematically the combination of the atoms is done by summing the atoms with their
corresponding weight values. Let us denote by vj the jth patch of the given image. Also
let w⌫ be the ⌫th atom from the given dictionary. Let us assume that we have found
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of approximation of a single 8⇥ 8 -patch using the atoms of
the dictionary shown in Figure 1.3.

four suitable atoms, w1, w2, w3, and w4, to approximate the vj . Then the approximation
of vj is then given as

vj ⇡ h1w1 + h2w2 + h3w3 + h4w4, (1.1)

where real numbers h1, h2, h3 and h4 are the coefficients, telling how much each atom
effects, or "weighs" in the approximation of vj . The approximation of one patch, vj , is
illustrated in Figure 1.4.

Now each 8⇥8 patch is approximated the same way (using four atoms in each with their
corresponding weights). As a result we get the approximation of the original image, see
figure 1.5. The atoms of the given dictionary are regarded as building blocks by which the

(a) Original (b) Approximation

Figure 1.5: Original image and its approximation using four atoms in each patch
approximation.

approximation of the given image is formed. Another interpretation is that the atoms
present the visual features of all images. The dictionary that was used in the example
above was in fact a set of discrete two dimensional cosine functions. It is also called 2D-
DCT dictionary and is used e.g. in JPEG image format. The idea in JPEG image format
is to approximate every image in terms of the same 2D-DCT dictionary. The benefit of
using always the same dictionary is that the only information that we need to store
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from every image, as we approximate it, are the coefficients h1, h2, .. etc. Thus we have
reduced the amount of information needed to describe the visual content of the image
when the visual content of the image is described in terms of the atoms of the dictionary.
This is also the core idea of image compression. As we approximate the original image
using only a few (e.g. four) atoms from the 2D-DCT dictionary, we are compressing the
original image. The compression we made for our example image was quite aggressive,
and as a result we see that the visual quality of the compression (i.e. approximation) is
quite poor. There is a visual similarity between the original and compressed image as a
whole, while at patch level there are clear discontinuities in hue between approximated
patches. These visual errors are called artefacts. One reason for artefacts is that our
image contained features (such as sharp edges) that are difficult to model using smooth
and continuous cosine functions. The amount of artefacts could be of course decreased
by using more atoms per approximation. If we want, however, to maintain the same
compression level by using e.g. four atoms per original patch, the only way to improve
the quality of the approximation is to change to a dictionary that describes better the
features of the image. This is the point where the concept of dictionary learning comes
in. As we want to approximate image with high compression rates, we see that two
dimensional cosine functions are not sufficient to describe the image at hand. Of course
we could add some functions with sharp edges (like 2D-Haar wavelets) into the existing
dictionary. Another approach is however to somehow learn the features of some set of
images in order to approximate the target image with a smaller number of atoms.

Learning Dictionary From Sample Images

Dictionaries can be divided into two categories: pre-constructed and learned/empirical
dictionaries. In the last example the 2D-DCT was an example of a pre-constructed
dictionary. Atoms of pre-constructed dictionaries are usually formed on the basis of some
mathematical results relating to the approximation of functions (like from the theory of
Fourier series). However, just as the Fourier series are not suitable for approximating
discontinuous functions, so also the atoms of pre-constructed dictionary are unable to
describe every kind of image. The empirical dictionaries are on the other hand formed
by learning directly the features of some data set (also called the training data set).
Thus the empirical dictionary is expected to be well suited to describing/modelling the
data that is similar to the data in the training set. In the image context the training
set consists of different images like the ones in figure 1.6. From this training set the
features are learned that are then used to model images similar to the training images.
The empirical image dictionary is thus tailored for modelling a certain set of images,
e.g. landscape or facial images. Therefore the dictionary containing features from facial
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Figure 1.6: Example of the training data set from which the dictionary is learned.
Images are from [1].

images is not necessarily suitable for reconstructing landscape images. The concept of
feature learning is a relatively young research area. One of the first publications about
the computational research is by Field and Olhausen in 1996 [3].

Up to this point we have used a dictionary only to approximate the given image. There
are, however, numerous other applications, such as signal restoration tasks (e.g. de-
noising, de-blurring, resolution enhancing, etc., see e.g. [4] and [1]) and classification
task (e.g. pattern recognition, image detection) problems. The idea of using atoms w⌫

to express signals (in our example, 8 ⇥ 8 patches) is close to the idea of using basis
vectors bi spanning the whole vector space. In the image context atoms are even called
basis images. However, thinking of atoms as basis vectors is misleading as the atoms
are not required to be necessarily mutually linearly independent. The orthogonality
property of the dictionary may not even be desirable, depending on the application. It
could be thought that if one requires the dictionary, i.e. the set of atoms, to be linearly
independent, then it may constrain the set of signals it could approximate efficiently.
Nowadays there exists several methods for learning dictionaries from the existing data.
The purpose of this thesis is to introduce and investigate two mathematically different
algorithms, one belonging to the class of Non-negative Matrix Factorizations and the
other developed from the theory of sparse and redundant representations of signals,
called the K-SVD. Mathematical details of these methods are first introduced in chapter
2. In chapter 3 the methods are tested with sample data consisting of digital images.
The training image data is used first for learning the dictionary and then these learned
dictionaries are then used for the reconstruction and de-noising of images similar to the
training images. Discussion of the performance of the algorithms is provided at the end
of the chapter 3.





Chapter 2

Mathematical Formulation of NMF

and K-SVD

In the following sections of this chapter, two relatively different methods are described
for how to form the dictionary from the given data. As already noted, one of the methods
goes under the category of non-negative matrix factorizations (abbreviated as NMF). It
was first introduced by Finnish scientists Pentti Paatero and Unto Tapper in 1994 [5] and
later was brought to wider attention by Lee and Seung in 1999 [6]. The other method,
called K-SVD comes from the theory of sparse and redundant representation of signals.
It was first introduced by Michal Aharon et. al in 2006 [7].

Both NMF and K-SVD methods are about computing the matrix factorization of the
given data matrix V 2 Rn⇥m. Each column of V corresponds to one set of original data,
e.g. single 8⇥ 8 image patches vectorized into 8

2⇥ 1 form. Hence the matrix V 2 Rn⇥m

contains m blocks of original data, e.g. m pieces of
p
n⇥
p
n image patches in a vector-

ized form). In the matrix factorization we try to express V as a product of matrices W

and H:

V ⇡WH. (2.1)

In (2.1) the matrix W 2 Rn⇥r is called the dictionary, and has r learned atoms (fea-
tures) from the given image. The matrix H 2 Rr⇥m is called the coefficient matrix, and
describes the emphasis of each atom in the original image. One can arrive at the given
factorization (2.1) by using the following approach. Let us have data from m measure-
ments. In each measurement one measures n real values. The measurement data is then
stored in the matrix V such that each column of V corresponds to a data vector from one

7
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measurement: vj = colj(V ) =

0

@

V1j

V2j

...
Vnj

1

A 2 Rn , j = 1, 2, ...,m. Each data vector vj is then

approximated as a linear combination of some given vectors w⌫ 2 Rn , ⌫ = 1, 2, ..., r:

vj ⇡ w1hj(1) + w2hj(2) + ...+ wrhj(r) =

r
X

⌫=1

w⌫hj(⌫) = Whj . (2.2)

In (2.2) the matrix W contains the basis vectors w⌫ in its columns. The vectors w⌫ serve
again as the building blocks, atoms, of the original data vj that is being approximated.
This is the same idea given already in the introductory example in Chapter 1 but now
having vectors in Rn instead of 8 ⇥ 8 patches. Vector hj , containing coefficients hj(⌫),
determines again the weights of each atom in the approximation of the j’th data vector
vj . If one has m data vectors, one therefore has m coefficient vectors {hj}mj=1. Thus,
for the original data matrix V , containing m measurement, we get the approximation
V ⇡ WH shown already in (2.1). The factorization of V could consist of more than
two matrices, e.g. V = WHKL. The benefit of concentrating on two matrices W and
H is that we have a clear interpretation of the roles of the matrices: the first describes
the features of V , while the second describes the emphasis of each feature in V . The
process of constructing W from the given data V is called dictionary learning/training.
Because of its wide use, the phrase is also used in this thesis from now on. Generally,
the main difference between NMF and K-SVD methods are that NMF includes the non-
negativity constraints to the elements of the matrices W and H while K-SVD allows also
the negative values for both while constraining the sparsenenss (i.e. number of non-zero
values) of matrix H. In the following we concentrate on describing the gradient-based
method for computing NMF.

2.1 Gradient-based Non-negative Matrix Factorization

There are several mathematical approaches for computing NMF. An overview of the
approaches is given for example by Berry et al. in [8]. Here we concentrate on computing
NMF using the gradient descent algorithm. For convenience, let us denote the set of non-
negative real numbers, R[ {0}, by the notation R+. Let us assume that we have a data
matrix V 2 Rn⇥m

+ of which elements have non-negative real values. In non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) of V the task is to find matrices W 2 Rn⇥r

+ and H 2 Rr⇥m
+

such that
V ⇡WH. (2.3)
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The purpose is thus to create a reasonable approximation of the original matrix with
the non-negative constraint on the dictionary W and coefficients H. The reason for
non-negativity constraint is that quite often the data obtained from measurements is
presented by non-negative real numbers. For example in X-ray tomography the attenua-
tion of X-rays through an object is presented by non-negative values. Frequency profiles
of audio samples are presented in positive coordinate system with time, frequency, and
intensity (decibels) on the positive axis. Therefore, when the original matrix V contains
some measured data, the non-negativity constraint on the elements of the factor matrices
W and H is a natural choice for ensuring that some physically meaningful interpretation
from W and H can be made. The aim of the non-negative matrix factorization is to
approximate the original data such that the factor matrices, and especially the dictionary
W, contain some intuitive features from the original data. Lee and Seung demonstrated
in [6] how applying the non-negativity constraint is key to the formation of intuitive
features in the factorization of facial image data. However, as it will be seen in chapter
3, also the sparsity constraint will have an effect on the visual appearance of the atoms.
The NMF problem can also be expressed in another way: the best choices for W and H

in order to approximate the original data V are the ones that minimize the error between
V and the approximation WH (in other words, the distance between matrices V and
WH with respect to chosen metrics in the matrix space). Formally the problems are
stated as follows:

Definition 2.1. Given a non-negative matrix V 2 Rn⇥m
+ and a positive integer r < m,

find non-negative matrices W 2 Rn⇥r
+ and H 2 Rr⇥m

+ to minimize the distance/differ-
ence/error

EV (W,H) =

1

2

kV �WHk2. (2.4)

Here the product WH 2 Rn⇥m that minimizes EV is called a non-negative matrix fac-
torization of V .

It is useful to examine some of the mathematical properties of the minimization problem
(2.1) before dealing with the algorithmic approaches to solving it. The metric (the
distance function) k · k and thus the inner product h, i was not specified. In this thesis
we concentrate on using the so called Frobenius norm and inner product. The Frobenius
norm is widely used in the numerical methods of scientific computation because of its
several convenient properties, see e.g. [9]. Let A,B 2 Rn⇥m. The Frobenius inner
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product between A and B is defined as

hA,Bi =
X

i,j

AijBij = tr(ATB) = tr(ABT
). (2.5)

The Frobenius inner product induces then the Frobenius norm

kAkF =

p

hA,Ai =
s

X

i,j

| Aij |2 =
q

tr(ATA). (2.6)

This norm in turn can be used to determine the metric space of all matrices. Using the
Frobenius norm, one can determine the "distance" or difference between the original V
and its approximation WH:

EV (W,H) = kV �WHk2F =

X

i,j

(Vij � (WH)ij)
2. (2.7)

One reason for computing the factorization by minimizing using the Frobenius norm is
that the function A 7! kAkF turns out to be convex. If a function is convex, then it has
at least one global minimum point (in fact every local minimum is a global minimum,
see e.g. [10]). The convexity of a Frobenius norm function can be proven by using the
triangle inequality that holds in the norm space formed by the Frobenius inner product:
Let ↵ 2 [0, 1] and A,B 2 Rn⇥m some real matrices. Then

k↵A� (1� ↵)BkF  k↵AkF + k(1� ↵)BkF = ↵kAkF + (1� ↵)kBkF , (2.8)

for all ↵ 2 [0, 1]. This proves the convexity of the norm function k · kF and thus the
existence of at least one global minimum. In addition, when using the Frobenius norm,
one can see that the function (2.7) is of a quadratic form, i.e. similar to the form
f(x) = 1

2x
TQx� bTx:

EV (W,H) = kV �WHk2F

=

1

2

hV �WH,V �WHi

=

1

2

(hV, V i � 2hV,WHi+ hWH,WHi)

=

1

2

hV, V i � hW TV,Hi+ 1

2

hH,W TWHi

EV (W,H) =

1

2

vT v � vTdiag(W )h+

1

2

hTdiag(W TW )h , (2.9)

where diag(W TW ) 2 Rmr⇥mr is a diagonal block matrix containing matrices W TW 2
Rr⇥r on its diagonal, and v 2 Rnm and h 2 Rrm are vectorized forms of matrices V and
H.
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The last, a vectorized form of EV in (2.9), is introduced for example in [11]. It is
equivalent to its matrix form, the upper. From this quadratic form we can distinguish the
Hessian matrix (i.e. the second derivative) that is the block diagonal matrix diag(W TW ),
whose diagonal matrices W TW are positive semi-definite. This property of the Hessian
is important when dealing with the optimality condition of a quadratic function. There
is a known result that the function of a quadratic form f : Rn ! R, f(x) = 1

2x
TQx�bTx

is convex if the Hessian Q 2 Rn⇥n is positive semi definite [10]. If the rank of the Hessian
Q, rank(Q) is the same as the number of its columns, rank(Q) = n, then the quadratic
function f is strictly convex and a unique global minimum exists. In the same manner,
if a square matrix W TW has a full rank, then there exists a unique global minimum for
the function EV . However, as we are dealing with real measured data from which we
form the dictionary W , we get always a positive semi definite matrix W TW and thus
the strict convexity is not achieved and neither is the unique global minima. One must
note also that, like in the case of a norm function, the defined objective function EV is
a convex function with respect to W and H separately, not simultaneously. One way to
exploit the separate convexity of EV with respect to W and H is to find its minimum by
fixing one matrix, W for example, while improving the other (in this case H) and vice
versa: find W k+1 such that EV (W

k+1, Hk
)  EV (W

k, Hk
) and then find Hk+1 such

that EV (W
k+1, Hk+1

)  EV (W
k+1, Hk

) and repeat the steps until the minimum point
is found. This kind of minimization approach is a special case of the so called block
coordinate descent methods under bound constraints introduced by Bertsekas in
[10] (in this case the bound constraint is non-negativity of W and H). The given special
case of minimization regarding two variables is the so called alternating non-negative least
squares (ANLS) algorithm. As a pseudocode algorithm the above idea can be expressed
as follows:

Algorithm 2.1. Alternating Nonnegative Least Squares (ANLS) algorithm

1. Initialize W > 0 and H > 0

2. for k=1:maxiter

W k+1
= arg min

W>0
EV (W

k, Hk
) (2.10)

Hk+1
= arg min

H>0
EV (W

k+1, Hk
) (2.11)

end
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When using the Frobenius norm one finds out that the subproblems (2.10) and (2.11) in
ANLS-algorithm are collections of several non-negative least-squares minimizations [11] .
For example the problem of finding Hk+1 such that EV (W

k+1, Hk+1
)  EV (W

k+1, Hk
)

is equivalent to finding vectors colj(H
k+1

), j = 1, ...,m such that

colj(H
k+1

) = arg min
colj(Hk)�0

kcolj(V )�W k+1colj(H
k
)k2 (2.12)

It has been shown by Grippo and Sciandrone (2000) in [12] that for the above mentioned
ANLS-algorithm the following convergence result applies: any limit point of the sequence
(W k, Hk

) generated by non-negative least squares (NLS) algorithm is a stationary point
of the function EV . Thus we can see that the properties of the non-negative matrix
factorization has promising optimization properties in the general ANLS framework. The
next step is to investigate in more detail the methods for computing the minimizations
(2.10) and (2.11) in Algorithm 2.1.

2.1.1 The Gradient Descent Method With Barzilai-Borwein Step Size

The updates in minimizations (2.10) and (2.11) are computed in this thesis using a
gradient descent method. In the gradient descent method the objective function, in this
case EV (W,H) = kV �WHk2F , is minimized by using information from its gradients
rWEV and rHEV

1 . The gradients of the objective function EV becomes

rWEV (W,H) = (WH � V )HT and (2.13)

rHEV (W,H) = W T
(WH � V ). (2.14)

. In a gradient descent algorithm, the minimizations (2.11) and (2.10) of algorithm 2.1
are replaced by two loops, where the minimization of the objective function is done by
simply taking steps in the direction of the negative gradient, i.e. in the direction of
decreasing values of EV :

1Here rH = [ @
@Hij

]ij and rW = [ @
@Wij

]ij are the element-wise differentiation operators with respect
to elements of W and H.
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Wk+1
= arg min

W>0
EV(Wk,Hk

)!

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

for k = 1 : maxiter

Wk+1
= Wk � �WrWEV(Wk,Hk

)

end

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

(2.15)

Hk+1
= arg min

H>0
EV(Wk+1,Hk

)!

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

for k = 1 : maxiter

Hk+1
= Hk � �HrHEV(Wk+1,Hk

)

end

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

(2.16)

Now in the for-loops (2.15) and (2.16) the length of steps �W and �H can have fixed
values resulting in two steepest descent algorithms. But as is known, steepest descent
algorithms converge slowly (linearly) and are badly affected by ill-conditioning [13]. The
fixed step size � is thus replaced by the variable step size derived by Barzilai and Borwein
in [13]:

�! �BB =

hSk, Y ki
hY k, Y ki , (2.17)

where Sk
= Hk�Hk�1 and Y k

= rfA(Hk
)�rfA(Hk�1

). The step size is derived
by determining the step size � that minimizes the function kSk��Y kk = hSk��Y k, Sk�
�Y ki. The benefits of using �BB is that for general strictly convex quadratic objective
functions, the method of Barzilai-Borwein is globally convergent and its convergence
rate is R-linear [14]. However, as already noted, the subproblems (2.10) and (2.11) can
not be proven to be strictly convex even though the problems are quadratic. This is
because of the positive semi definite property of matrix W TW and the fact that matrix
W learned from real data is not forced to have full rank. Because our objective function
is convex, all local minima are global minima according to a result shown in [10]. Thus
there exist several minimum points and the global minimum is thus non-unique. What
can be guaranteed, however, is the global convergence of EV .

In addition, for functions whose first partial derivatives are Lipschitz continuous, there
is a formulation for the steepest descent step length by Larry Armijo [15] that ensures
the global convergence of the objective function into some of its global minimum points.
This formulation has also come to be known as the Armijo line search, and it goes as
follows:
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Theorem 2.1. Let ↵ > 0 be an arbitrary positive real number, and ↵m =

↵
2m�1 , m =

1, 2, ... . If xk+1
= xk�↵mk

rf(xk), where mk is the smallest positive integer for which
applies

f(xk � ↵mk
rf(xk))� f(xk)  �1

2

↵mk
krf(xk)k2, 8k = 1, 2, ... ,

then the sequence {xk}1k=0 converges into point x⇤ that minimizes the objective function
f(x).

Luckily our objective function satisfies these conditions and we can exploit the Armijo
line search and ensure the global convergence of our gradient minimization. In the NMF
context this line search method takes the following form (shown here in terms of H’s
minimization): Let ↵ = 1, and ↵m =

↵
2m�1 , m = 1, 2, .... Find for each (kth) iteration

the smallest integer m for which

EV (H
k � ↵m�BBrEV (H

k
))� EV (H

k
)  �1

2

↵m�BBkrEV (H
k
)k2F . (2.18)

Now using both BB step size �BB and the coefficient ↵ given by Armijo line search
we improve both the stability and efficiency of the NMF minimization problem and
the global minimum of the subproblem (2.11) and (2.10) should be guaranteed. The
subproblems (2.16) and (2.15) take the following form (here shown in terms of H):

Hk+1
= arg min

H>0
EV (W

k+1, Hk
)!

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

for k = 1 : maxiter

(Armijo line search)
for m = 1 : maxiter

if
✓

fA(H
k � ↵m�BBrfA(Hk

))� fA(H
k
)  �1

2↵mkrfA(Hk
)k2
◆

! use ↵mk
.

end
Hk+1

= Hk � ↵mk
�k
BBrHfA(W

k+1, Hk
)

�k
BB =

hSk,Y ki
hY k,Y ki

end

9

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

;

(2.19)

The NMF algorithms described above are implemented using the MATLAB code pub-
lished by Lin in [11], which is then slightly modified and extended concerning the com-
putation of Barzilai-Borwein step size. The non-negativity constraint in the algorithm is
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simply done by changing all negative values in W and H back to zero during the mini-
mization, if this has occurred. The algorithm for computing NMF described above is from
now on referred to as NLS-BB-NMF (NLS=non-negative least squares, BB=Barzilai-
Borwein step size). In the next section a relatively different method is introduced for
solving (2.1). The difference of the method is partly caused by the changing of the
non-negativity constraint into a sparsity constraint of H.

2.2 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) and K-SVD

In this section another dictionary learning algorithm is introduced, called K-SVD. It was
developed Michal Aharon et al., [7]. It has been found to be suitable for solving the
minimization problem of (2.1) with sparsity constraint, i.e. by forcing the number of
non-zeros in columns of the coefficient matrix to be much smaller than the number of
atoms, i.e. kcolj(H)k0  T ⌧ r, 8j = 1, ...,m (where T is the given maximum number
of non-zero coefficients in one column of H):

Definition 2.2. Given a non-negative matrix V 2 Rn⇥m
+ and a positive integer r < m,

find matrices W 2 Rn⇥r and H 2 {Rr⇥m | kcolj(H)k0  T ⌧ r 8j = 1, ...,m} to
minimize the difference

EV (W,H) =

1

2

kV �WHk2F . (2.20)

The only difference between the problems in Definitions (2.1) and (2.2) is that we have
changed the non-negative constraint into a sparsity constraint. The sparse constraint
however changes radically the way in which the minimization of EV should be done
efficiently. The minimization strategy is generally of the same form as in ANLS, algorithm
(2.1): first the EV is minimized with respect to H with a given dictionary W and forcing
the desired sparsity, then EV is minimized with respect to H and W by preserving the
sparsity of H achieved in the previous minimization. The strategy is defined in Algorithm
(2.2).

Even though the algorithm 2.2 is of the same form as ANLS, (2.1), the minimizations
(2.21) and (2.22) are computed by using completely different tools: The first minimiza-
tion step (2.21) is done by using the so called Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) and
the second step (2.22) by using singular value decomposition (SVD). These steps are
introduced next.
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Algorithm 2.2. The minimization strategy in K-SVD:

1. Initialize W and H

2. for k=1:maxiter

Hk+1
= arg min

kcol(H)k0T
EV (W

k, Hk
) (2.21)

(W k+1, Hk+1
) = arg min

kcol(H)k0T
EV (W

k, Hk+1
) (2.22)

end

2.2.1 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) for solving H

Let V 2 Rn⇥m
+ be the given original matrix, and W 2 Rn⇥r some given dictionary.

Our aim is to find the coefficient matrix H 2 Rr⇥m with desired sparsity T , such that
kcolj(H)k0  T, 8j = 1, 2, ...,m. Now the columns of V , {vj}mj=1, are reconstructed by
computing the linear sum of the chosen atoms w⌫i from the given dictionary W 2 Rn⇥r

that can be either learned or pre-constructed: vj ⇡
PtT

i=1 hiw⌫i . The goal of Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit is to pick at most T atoms and the corresponding coefficients by which
we can make the closest approximation of vj . The approximation of vj is enhanced
iteratively such that at each iteration one atom is chosen into the set of atoms that
are approximating vj . Thus in the first iteration, the approximation of vj is h1w⌫1 .
In the second iteration the approximation is h1w⌫1 + h2w⌫2 and in the third iteration
h1w⌫1 + h2w⌫2 + h3w⌫3 etc. For the 1st iteration the corresponding error is thus d1 =

kvj �h1w⌫1k, for the 2nd iteration d2 = kvj � (h1w⌫1 +h2w⌫2)k and d3 = kvj � (h1w⌫1 +

h2w⌫2 + h3w⌫3)k for the 3rd iteration, etc. At the kth iteration the difference is dk =

kvj�(h1w⌫1+ ...+hkw⌫k)k. The difference can also be expressed as dk = krk�1
j �hkw⌫kk,

where rk�1
j = vj � (h1w⌫1 + ...+ hk�1w⌫k�1). In general, at the kth iteration the chosen

atom, w⌫k , is the one that minimizes the difference dk = krk�1
j � hkw⌫kk. The atom is

chosen from sets of atoms that have not been picked yet, that is from the set of remaining
atoms. The minimization of the difference dk = krk�1

j � hkw⌫kk with each candidate of
w⌫k is determined by first solving the corresponding coefficient hk from the equation
rk�1
j � hkw⌫k = 0. Then the solution h⇤k of the equation rk�1

j � hkw⌫k = 0 is substituted
into dk = krk�1

j � h⇤kw⌫kk to evaluate the difference dk corresponding to the candidate
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atom. The atom that has the smallest value for dk is then chosen to approximate vj . Let
w be the candidate for w⌫k . The corresponding coefficient hk that satisfies the equation
rk�1
j � hkw = 0 is then solved as follows:

rk�1
j � hkw = 0

, hkw = rk�1
j | · 1

kwk2

, hk
w

kwk2
=

rk�1
j

kwk2
| wT

kwk2
·

, hk =

wT rk�1
j

kwk22
= h⇤k.

By substituting h⇤k into dk = krk�1
j � hkwk2 we get the minimum value of difference dk

with the given atom w: dk = krk�1
j �h⇤kwk22. Let us denote by Sk the set of chosen atoms

after kth iteration. Then let WSk
be the submatrix of W that contains only the chosen

atoms, and hSk
the vector that contains the corresponding coefficients. At the end of each

iteration the coefficients hSk
are updated by minimizing the difference kvj �WSk

hSk
k22.

This is done by solving the zero point of the derivative of kvj �WSk
hSk
k22:

W T
Sk
(vj �WSk

hSk
) = W T

Sk
rkj = 0. (2.23)

If the matrix W TW would be positive-definite, one could solve the equation (2.23 ) easily
as follows:

hSk
= (W T

Sk
WSk

)

�1W T
Sk
vj .

However, as we are dealing with an empirical dictionary we have to find an approximate
solution. This can achieved by computing the pseudo-inverse of WSk

, denoted by W+
Sk

:

vj �WSk
hSk
⇡ 0

hSk
⇡W+

Sk
vj .

The pseudo-inverse can be computed conveniently by using SVD: as the SVD of matrix
A = USY T , the pseudo-inverse A+

= Y S+UT , where S+
=

�

S�1 0
0 0

�

. OMP was first
introduced by Pati et al. in 1993 [16]. It is a stricter version of the so called Matching
Pursuit algorithm, first introduced by Mallat and Zhang in 1992 [17]. It is more strict
in the sense that there is added the minimization of kv �WSk

hSk
k22 in the end of each

iteration. When looking at the property of the minimum point in (2.23), we see that
the dictionary atoms which minimize the term W T

Sk
rkj are the ones that are orthogonal

to the current residual rk (i.e. WSk
rk = 0). But, as already noted, when dealing

with empirical dictionaries one cannot guarantee that WSk
contains atoms that would

be strictly orthogonal to the residual. By gathering together all the descriptions given
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above, we get the OMP algorithm:

Algorithm 2.3. Orthogonal Matching Pursuit for minimizing kv �Whk2F subject
to khk0  T .

Input parameters: dictionary W , vector v = colj(V ) and the error threshold ✏0.

Initialization:

Initialize k = 0

initial solution h0 = 0

initial residual rk=0
= v

Initial set of indices of the chosen atoms Sk = ;.

1

� Compute the differences/errors: dk(w⌫) = krk�1 � h⌫w⌫k for all atoms using the
optimal coefficient, h⇤⌫ =

wT
⌫ rk�1

kw⌫k22
.

2

� Choose the atom for which the error dk(w⌫) is the smallest, formally find index ⌫0

for which dk(w⌫0) = min{dk(w⌫) | ⌫ /2 Sk�1} and update the set Sk = Sk�1 [ {⌫0}.

3

� Update hSk
by computing the approximate minimizer h⇤Sk

of kv �WSk
hSk
k22 (e.g.

using pseudo inverse). Substitute hSk
= h⇤Sk

.

4

� Update the residual rk by computing rk = v �WSk
hSk

.

5

� Stop the algorithm if krkk2 < ✏0. Otherwise, set k  k+1, and repeat steps 1� 4.

After we have computed all columns of H with the OMP-algorithm, and thus solved the
(2.21), we next take on the minimization (2.22).

2.2.2 SVD for enhancing W and H

Let the coefficient matrix H 2 Rr⇥m be the matrix that solved the minimization (2.21).
Thus it satisfies also a certain degree of sparsity (kcolj(H)k0  T, 8j = 1, ...,m). Let us
also remember that the indices i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ...,m and ⌫ = 1, ..., r. In the previous
section the dictionary W was given and the objective function EV was minimized subject
to H. Now the next step is to minimize EV with respect to W and H and thus enhance
the matrices. The key idea is to minimize EV subject to W and H sequentially by
isolating the dependence of the original matrix V on the desired pair of column w⌫ and
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row h⌫T . We can achieve this by expressing the matrix WH in terms of columns w⌫ of
W and rows h⌫T of H, using the Kronecker product (⌦):

WH =

r
X

⌫=1

w⌫ ⌦ h⌫T , (2.24)

where the Kronecker product is defined as follows:

while A 2 Rn1⇥m1 and A 2 Rn2⇥m2 , then A ⌦ B =

 Ab11 ··· Ab1m2

... . . . ...
Abn21 ··· Abn2m2

!

2 Rn1n2⇥m1m2 ,

where bij = Bij .

Now, if x 2 Rn⇥1 and y 2 R1⇥m, then x ⌦ y =

 

x1y1 ··· x1ym
... . . . ...

xny1 ··· xnym

!

. Using the expres-

sion (2.24), the function EV can then be written as

EV = kV �WHk2F =

�

�

�

�

�

V �
r
X

⌫=1

w⌫ ⌦ h⌫T

�

�

�

�

�

2

F

.

When minimizing EV with respect to some chosen w⌫0 and h⌫
0

T , we can extract the
product (matrix) w⌫0 ⌦ h⌫

0
T from the sum as follows:

EV (W,H) = kV �WHk2F = kV �
r
X

⌫=1

w⌫ ⌦ h⌫T k2F (2.25)

=

�

�

�

�

�

�

0

@V �
X

⌫ 6=⌫0

w⌫ ⌦ h⌫T

1

A� w⌫0 ⌦ h⌫
0

T

�

�

�

�

�

�

2

F

(2.26)

! EV (w⌫0 , h
⌫0
T ) =

�

�

�

E⌫0 � w⌫0 ⌦ h⌫
0

T

�

�

�

2

F
. (2.27)

Hence the optimal column w⌫0 and row h⌫
0

T which minimizes EV form the rank-1 ap-
proximation of matrix E⌫0 . The numeric value of the jth element of the ⌫th row of H,
i.e., h⌫T (j) tells how much the ⌫th atom w⌫ (the ⌫th column of W ) dominates in the
approximation of the jth column vj of the original matrix V . Now we are basically in a
similar situation as when we were considering the minimization strategy for non-negative
matrix factorization. The only difference now is that instead of minimizing with respect
to W and H, we are minimizing with respect to a single column w⌫0 and column h⌫

0
T .

Also we do not force a non-negativity constraint on the solution. We could continue
by using the idea of alternating least squares method (2.1) for minimizing EV as in the
NLS-BB-NMF method of the previous section. However this may not be the most effi-
cient way, as we need to make a few round of updates for finding first a suitable w⌫0 and
then h⌫T . Instead, the closest rank-1 approximation of given matrix E⌫0 is found more
efficiently and straightforwardly by using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of
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the given matrix. The SVD of E⌫0 is given as follows:

E⌫0 ⇡ USY T
=

p
X

k=1

�puk ⌦ yTk , (2.28)

where U = [u1u2 · · ·un] 2 Rn⇥n and Y = [y1y2 · · · yn] 2 Rm⇥m are orthonormal and S 2
Rn⇥m is a diagonal matrix S = diag(�1,�2, ...,�p). Columns of U are the orthonormal
singular vectors (eigenvectors in the case of real numbers) of the matrix E⌫0E⌫0

T 2
Rn⇥n (ordered in U from left to right from the largest corresponding eigenvalue to the
smallest). The columns of Y T come from the singular vectors of E⌫0

TE⌫0 2 Rm⇥m,
respectively (ordered in Y from right to left from the largest corresponding eigenvalue to
the smallest). The diagonal elements of S are the square roots of non-zero eigenvalues
of both E⌫0E

T
⌫0 and ET

⌫0E⌫0 ordered along its diagonal from largest to smallest. One
important observation in the SVD of E⌫0 (and any matrix in general) is that the rank of
E⌫0 is the same as the number of the singular values, i.e. rank(E⌫0) =| {�1, ...,�p} |. Let
Eq =

Pq<p
k=1 �kuk ⌦ yTk be an incomplete sum of the SVD of E⌫0 . There is an important

result found for example from [18], which states that the closest rank-q approximation
of the given matrix E⌫0 is found by Singular Value Decomposition:

min
rank(D)=q<p

kE⌫0 �Dk2F = kE⌫0 � EqkF . (2.29)

Now, using the result (2.29) we find the closest rank-1 matrix approximating E⌫0 , and
we can directly minimize the error as defined in (2.25):

min
rank(D)=1

kE⌫0 �Dk2F = kE⌫0 � �1u1 ⌦ y1kF . (2.30)

From (2.30) we substitute col⌫0(W ) = �1u1 and row⌫0(H) = y1. However, one must
be careful not to spoil the sparsity of H! SVD in itself does not preserve the desired
sparseness in the approximation �1u1 ⌦ y1. For this reason we need to modify the
decomposable matrix E⌫0 before computing SVD, such that the desired sparseness is
secured. Each element of the row h⌫

0
T indicates how much the atom w⌫0 dominates in

each approximation of the original columns {vj}mj=1. If h⌫0T (j) = 0 for some j, it means
that the approximation of vj does not use the atom w⌫0 . Let us denote with !⌫0 the
set of indices of the approximations of columns {vj} which uses the atom w⌫0 , i.e. the
indices j for which h⌫

0
T (j) 6= 0:

!⌫0 =

n

j | 1  j  m, h⌫
0

T (j) 6= 0

o

. (2.31)
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Hence, for cardinality of !⌫0 holds that 0 | !⌫0 | m. Let us define a matrix ⌦⌫0 with
dimensions m ⇥ | !⌫0 | such that

[⌦⌫0 ]↵� =

8

<

:

1, if ↵ = !⌫0(j) and � = j

0, elsewhere

Now multiplication h⌫
0

T ⌦k yields a row vector h⌫
0

TR that has only the non-zero elements
of h⌫0T . The amount of non-zeros is | !⌫0 |. Similarly, multiplication V ⌦⌫0 = V R

⌫0 where
V R
⌫0 is a matrix of size n⇥ | !⌫0 | including a subset of original columns {vj} of which

approximations use the atom w⌫0 . Also multiplication E⌫0⌦⌫0 = ER
⌫0 yields the error

matrix ER
⌫0 which includes error columns corresponding to original columns vj using the

atom w⌫0 . By using the ⌦⌫0 matrix we express the minimizable function EV in a restricted
form EVR

(R =restricted):

EVR
(w⌫0 , h

⌫0
T ) = kE⌫0⌦⌫0 � w⌫0 ⌦ h⌫

0
T ⌦⌫0k2F = kER

⌫0 � w⌫0 ⌦ h⌫
0

TRk2F . (2.32)

The problem is thus finding the vectors w⌫0 and h⌫
0

T that minimize the function EVR
, i.e.

minimize the Frobenius distance between ER
⌫0 and w⌫0⌦h⌫

0
TR. As all of the zeros from h⌫

0
T

and also the columns not using atom w⌫0 are wiped out by multiplicating the difference
E⌫0 � w⌫0h

⌫0
T by ⌦⌫0 , there is no more problem of having a less sparse h⌫

0
T .

By gathering all the above results, the complete K-SVD algorithm for computing the
minimizations of (2.2) is shown in algorithm (2.4), [7]. When the desired sparsity T = 1,
the K-SVD behaves as the well known K-means clustering algorithm. In this sense the
K-SVD can be seen as a generalization of the k-means algorithm. Hence, the behaviour
and results of the K-means are inherited from the properties of K-SVD. One impor-
tant property of the solution obtained from K-mean (and thus from K-SVD) is that
the minimum is not necessarily a global minimum. Also there is a possibility that the
solution is not even a local minimum, meaning that the solution may get stuck also on
the saddle-point [3]. The K-SVD algorithm is implemented using the existing MATLAB
script package provided kindly by Michael Elad on his website 2. In the following chapter
we will examine how well the dictionaries produced by the given algorithms represents
the features of the given training data, and how the atoms can be used for modelling
data that is similar to the training data.

2
http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/~elad/software/

http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/~elad/software/
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Algorithm 2.4. K-SVD algorithm for computing W and H.

0. Let V 2 Rn⇥m be the given data. Initialize W 2 Rn⇥r and H 2 Rr⇥m.

Repeat the following steps until convergence:

1. Use OMP for updating H:
minimize kvi �Whik22 subject to khik0  T0 8i .

2. Use SVD for updating W and H subject to sparsity constraint:
For each ⌫ 0,
1

� Compute E⌫0 = V �
P

⌫ 6=⌫0 w⌫ ⌦ h⌫T

2

� Compute !⌫0 = {i | 1  i  m,h⌫
0

T (i) 6= 0}
3

� Define ⌦⌫0 2 Rm⇥|!⌫0 | such that [⌦⌫0 ]!⌫0 (i),i
= 1, zero elsewhere.

4

� Compute ER
⌫0 = E⌫0⌦⌫0 .

5

� Compute SVD, ER
⌫0 = USY T , and substitute w⌫0 = u1 and hT⌫0 = vT1 .

Go to step 1.



Chapter 3

Experiment, Results and Discussion

In this chapter we discuss the differences in the learning performances between the NLS-
BB-NMF and K-SVD algorithms introduced in the chapter 2. As we are interested in how
the given algorithms are able to learn features and use the dictionary for reconstructing
images, the performance test was divided into the so called training and test phases. In
the training phase, the dictionary is learned using the algorithms from the same training
image. In the test phase, the learned dictionary is used to compute an approximation or
reconstruction of some test image.

Measures used to analyze results

The results given by the algorithms can be analyzed using different efficiency and quality
measures. In the learning phase we measure the efficiency by simply computing the error
EV = kV �WHkF versus the number of iterations. The algorithm having a smaller error
with a smaller number of iterations is considered more efficient. Also one could measure
the CPU time consumed by the algorithms for certain amount of main iterations. As the
main point of interest is to examine the quality of outputs given by two mathematically
different methods, the time consumption and efficiency are regarded as less important
properties.

Quality Measures: Frobenius norm and SSIM index

For quality assessment, the Frobenius norm k.kF can be used also to measure the dissim-
ilarity between the original signal V and the approximation WH. For measuring visual
similarity Wang et. al in [19] have developed the so called Structural Similarity (SSIM)
index. In their studies, for example, the minimum mean squared error (MSE) between

23
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the original image and approximation does not always correspond visually to the most
similar image, see the demonstration in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Demonstration by Wang et al. of searching visual similarity from the
set of images that are equally distant from the original image in the MSE sense, see

reference to the web page from here here.

For avoiding this problem the SSIM index is designed to adapt better to the visual
recognition of structural differences and perception of the human eye. The SSIM index,
ssim(A,B) 2 [0, 1] between images A and B gives the value 0 if there is no structural
similarity between A and B, and value 1 if A and B are identical. The formula for
computing the SSIM index is

SSIM(A,B) =

(2µAµB + c1)(2�AB + c2)

(µ2
A + µ2

B + c1)(�2
A + �2

B + c2)
, (3.1)

where µA and µB are the mean values of A and B; �A and �B the variances of values of A
and B, and �AB the covariance between values of A and B. The coefficients c1 = (k1L)

2

and c2 = (k2L)
2, where values k1 = 0.01 and k2 = 0.03 typically and L is the dynamic

range of the pixel values in A and B, e.g. for 8-bit images L = 2

8 � 1 = 255.

Sparsity Measure of the approximation WH

One way to analyse the approximation WH of the original image V is by examining the
sparseness of the coefficient matrix H. Sparseness can be measured by simply counting
all the non-zero elements of H, i.e. determining the cardinality kHk0. However, this
kind of sparsity measure does not take into account the values of H, the weights of each
atom in the reconstruction. Therefore we use the sparsity measure defined in [2], that
tells also how the ’energy’ is packed into the cells of a vector x 2 Rn:

http://www.cns.nyu.edu/lcv/ssim/
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sparsity(x) =

p
n�

P
i |xi|pP

i x
2
ip

n� 1

(3.2)

The definition gives a sparsity of value one for a vector with only one non-zero value
and a sparseness near to zero for a vector having the same non-zero value in each of its
element, see the illustration in figure 3.2.

The sparsity of a matrix A 2 Rn⇥m is determined here by computing the sparsity of each
column of A using (3.2), and computing the mean:

sparsity(A) =

Pm
j=1 sparsity(colj(A))

m
. (3.3)

Figure 3.2: Illustration of four vectors with various degrees of sparsities computed
using the measure 3.2, see [2].

Atom distribution of the Reconstruction

As has been noted already, the elements of the matrix H indicate how much each atom
is used in the approximation of the original image. By examining the elements of H one
can compute the atomic distribution of the approximation WH. The atomic distribution
tells simply how many times each atom is used in the approximation, i.e. what is the
percentage/frequency of occurrence, see a sample distribution in figure 3.3.
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(a) 2d-DCT dictionary (b) The approximation, WH
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(c) The atom distribution of the reconstruction at subfigure (b).

Figure 3.3: Example of the atom distribution. (a) 2d-DCT dictionary, note the index-
ing of each atom. (b) The approximation of a sample image using 2d-DCT dictionary.
In subfigure (c) The corresponding atom distribution of the approximation. The ver-
tical axis of the distribution tells the percentage of usage of each atom (Indices 1-64
corresponding to atoms shown in subfigure (a)) in the approximation. From the distri-
bution one can observe that the first 20 atoms (indices 1-20) are used most frequently.
The first atoms correspond to the cosine functions that have low frequencies, while

bigger indices correspond to cosine functions of high frequencies, see subfigure (a).

It is difficult to say, however, whether the dictionary computed by NLS-BB-NMF would
be better than the one computed by K-SVD. The applicability of the dictionary is better
estimated subject to the given task, e.g. image denoising.
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3.1 Training phase: Learning Dictionary from Training Im-

age

The dictionary W is learned from the training image V by computing the approximation
V ⇡WH.

The training image (see figure 3.7) is first down-sampled from resolution 4096⇥ 4096 to
512⇥ 512. As the size of atoms will be 8⇥ 8 -pixels, the down-sampling ensures that the
learned atoms contain enough visual and structural information from the training image.
With the original resolution of 4096⇥ 4096 pixels, the information of a single 8⇥ 8 atom
is assumed to be smaller. Secondly the down-sampled training image, with a resolution
of 512 ⇥ 512, pixels is divided into 4096 square 8 ⇥ 8 non-overlapping patches. Each of
these patches is then vectorized (like in Figure 3.4) into a size of 64⇥ 1 and rearranged
to form columns of the matrix V . The final dimensions of the reshaped version of the
original image V are thus 64 ⇥ 4096 (n = 64 and m = 4096). The ith column of V

corresponds therefore to the ith vectorized square patch. Each patch was then learned
by K-SVD and NLS-BB-NMF to form a dictionary having 120 atoms, r = 120. The
redundancy of the learning problem was thus ensured as r � n. The size of W and H

were thus 64⇥ 120 and 120⇥ 4096 respectively.

Figure 3.4: Illustration of vectorization of 4⇥ 4 -matrix .
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Algorithm NITER kV �WHk2F ssim(V,WH) Sparsity(H)

NLS-BB-NMF 40 2.4 0.99 0.36
K-SVD 40 16.4 0.97 0.94

Table 3.1: Performance of of NLS-BB-NMF and K-SVD in the training phase.

The purpose of dividing the original picture into smaller patches is to learn a dictionary
that is then used to approximate 8 ⇥ 8 patches of some other images similar to the
original training image. The learned dictionary should represent as well as possible the
features of the images belonging to the same group as the training image (i.e. the group
of images of randomly oriented matches). The dictionary representing the images like
the 3.7, can then be used also for restoring, denoising and compressing images belonging
to the same group, see e.g. [7]. In the NLS-BB-NMF algorithm one minimization step of
H was set to consist of 20 sub iterations and 40 sub iterations for W , respectively. Thus
40 main minimization steps (for H and W ) in the training phase took at least 2400 sub
iterations. The number of sub iterations is probably much larger because of the Armijo
line search. In K-SVD, the number of subiterations of H’s minimization step was 4096,
determined by the number of original patches, as the minimization step was computed
using the OMP-algorithm. The number of sub iterations in the minimization step of W
was determined by the number of atoms, r = 120 respectively (because of the SVD done
for each w⌫ ⌦ row⌫(H)).

During the minimizations, no constraints for the sparseness over W and H were applied
in NLS-BB-NMF, whereas in K-SVD the maximum number of non-zero elements per
column of H was set as kcol(H)k0 = 6. This was enabled by the OMP-algorithm used
in the minimization step with respect to H. The sparsity of the final H is found in
the table 3.1. Figure 3.5 shows the convergence of the algorithms toward the minimum
points within 40 iterations. In figure 3.6 are shown the learned dictionaries respectively.
These atoms are referred from now on as match atoms as they are formed from the image
of randomly ordered matches.
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Figure 3.5: Difference kV �WHk2
F

versus number of iterations in both algorithms.

3.1.1 Discussion

As can be seen from the figure 3.5, NLS-BB-NMF decreases more efficiently than K-SVD
by yielding an approximation WH that One reason for the difference is that NLS-BB-
NMF can use all the 120 atoms for approximating each patch while K-SVD is allowed to
use only 6 atoms. The atoms shown in figure 3.6 are assumed to represent 8⇥ 8 patches
of all images similar to the training image 3.7. The visual difference between the atoms
yielded by the two algorithms is clear. The atoms learned by K-SVD seems to contain
more visual information about the training image (e.g. straight lines and edges, and
strong contrasts) than atoms learned by NLS-BB-NMF. However the atoms learned by
NLS-BB-NMF seem to fit better into a approximation WH of the training image, as the
final difference kV �WHkF is only 2.4 while for K-SVD the difference was 16.4 . One
reason for the visual difference between the dictionaries and the fitting is the sparsity
constraint which was forced in K-SVD, but not in NLS-BB-NMF. The purpose of the
next test is to investigate whether the dictionaries are good for approximating images
similar to training image.
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(a) NLS-BB-NMF

(b) K-SVD

Figure 3.6: Dictionaries of atoms learned from the training image in figure 3.7 within
40 iterations. Number of atoms, r = 120.
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(a) Original training image

(b) NLS-BB-NMF. kV � WHk2F = 2.4, ssim(V,WH) = 0.99 and
sparsity(H) = 0.36.

(c) K-SVD. kV � WHk2F = 16.4, ssim(V,WH) = 0.97 and
sparsity(H) = 0.94.

Figure 3.7: Original training image V and its corresponding approximations WH’s
as a result of the training phase.
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3.2 Test 1: Approximation of Noisy Test Images

In this first test, we examined how well the dictionary learned from the training image
can be used to approximate a test image (denoted by V ) with a different amount of noise
added to it. The purpose was also to examine whether the approximation WH was less
noisy than the test image when using the learned atoms of W . The approximation of
the test image was computed by solving H while W is known.

The noise was added into the test image as follows: varying proportions (0%, 1%, 5%,
10%, 20%, 50%, 70%, and 90%) of randomly picked pixels of the test image were cor-
rupted by replacing the original pixel value with a random value. The random values
were generated using a uniform distribution having value range [0 , max(V )], i.e. the
pixel value range of the test image. Often the noise is simulated to be normally dis-
tributed with certain standard deviation and the noise is added to every pixel. However,
the reason for corrupting a certain proportion of pixels was to also test how well the dic-
tionaries can be used to fill in the missing information and restore the corrupted pixels.
The idea of corrupting randomly chosen pixels is demonstrated e.g. in [7]. The different
proportions of corrupted pixels are regarded as different noise levels that are present in
the test image. For example with a noise level of 50%, half of the pixels in the original
image were corrupted, that is, having random values. From now on we use this definition
of the noise level.

Again, for NLS-BB-NMF, no sparsity constraint were applied. The algorithm was allowed
to use all atoms for each patch approximation. For K-SVD, the sparsity constraint of
kcolj(H)k0  6, 8j = 1, ...,m, was applied. The computation of the approximation was
done using only OMP-algorithm as the SVD-step was only used for computing W . The
reconstruction errors with various noise levels, in terms of the Frobenius norm and SSIM
index, are plotted in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 with respect to the noise level. The sparsity of
the resulting H as defined in the (3.2) is also plotted with different noise levels in Figure
3.13.

In Figure 3.10 is shown the test image with three different noise levels (0%, 20% and
70%) and the corresponding approximations yielded by NLS-BB-NMF and K-SVD using
the learned dictionaries from the training phase. In Figures 3.11 and 3.12 are shown the
close-ups from a selected area of the images in Figure 3.10.
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Clean test image, V NLS BB NMF:

kV �WHk
F

= 5.03,
ssim(V,WH) = 0.99.

K-SVD:

kV �WHk
F

= 15.81,
ssim(V,WH) = 0.96.

V
noisy

, noise level 20 % NLS BB NMF:

kV �WHk
F

= 65.71,
ssim(V,WH) = 0.56.

K-SVD:

kV �WHk
F

= 50.17,
ssim(V,WH) = 0.70.

V
noisy

, noise level 70 % NLS BB NMF:

kV �WHk
F

= 125.85,
ssim(V,WH) = 0.23.

K-SVD:

kV �WHk
F

= 110.31,
ssim(V,WH) = 0.33.

Figure 3.10: Approximation WH of the test image V with three different noise levels
0%, 20% and 70% yielded by NLS-BB-NMF and K-SVD. The dictionaries learned in

training phase (see Fig. 3.6) were used in the approximations.
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(a) Clean test image, V (b) NLS BB NMF

(c) K-SVD

(d) Vnoisy , noise level 20 % (e) NLS BB NMF

(f) K-SVD

Figure 3.11: Closeups of the approximations WH and test image V
noisy

of figure
3.10, noiselevels 0% and 20%.
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(a) Vnoisy , 70 % (b) NLS BB NMF

(c) K-SVD

Figure 3.12: Closeups of the approximations WH and test image V
noisy

of figure
3.10, noiselevel 70%.

3.2.1 Discussion

From figure 3.8 can be seen how the difference between the clean test image V and the
noisy test image Vnoisy, (i.e. kV � VnoisykF ) is bigger than the difference between V

and the reconstruction WH of Vnoisy (i.e. kV �WHkF ). The same can be observed
from the figure 3.9 where ssim-indices ssim(V, Vnoisy) and ssim(V,WH) are plotted with
varying noise levels from figure. This could be explained by the atoms that were used
to approximate the noisy images: the learned atoms were less suitable for representing
the noise that was present in the image. Thus the approximation can not get closer
to the noisy image because of the restriction induced by the atoms. As a result the
approximation gets closer to the corresponding clean image because it has more features
in common with the dictionary than with the noisy test image. While K-SVD seems to
produce approximations slightly closer to the clean image, it can also be seen from figure
3.13 how the sparsity of the coefficient matrices is also greater. The greater the value
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Figure 3.13: Sparsity of the coefficient matrix H in the approximation WH with
respect to the noise level.

for sparsity, the greater the compression of the original image. Thus K-SVD seems to
produce better restorations, and it also compress the information more efficiently.

In real life measurements (recording audio signals, taking photos etc.) noise is always
present. What one can always measure is the noise coming from the surrounding and
from the measuring equipment itself. The next step is to learn atoms from the generated
noise that was imported into the test image. These noise atoms are then included into
the dictionary learned in the training phase (see Fig. 3.6). The strategy would be then
to use these noise atoms for representing the noise that is present in the test image. The
aim is next to separate the noise from the wanted information in the approximation WH

and test how well the given algorithms separate the roles of the match and noise atoms
in the approximation.
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3.3 Test 2: De-noising Image by Learning the Noise

Learning the Noise

The noise was learned from a blank image of 512 ⇥ 512 pixels containing uniformly
distributed random noise with noise level of 1% and value range [0,max(V )] (see Figure
3.14), where V is the test image. Both algorithms were set to learn their own noise
samples. OMP was set to have a maximum of 6 atoms per patch approximation (i.e.
kcol(H)k0  6) while no sparsity constraint was set for NLS-BB-NMF. The number
of atoms was set to r = 50 for both algorithms and 40 main iterations were used for
learning. The resulting noise atoms are supposed to represent the noise in the noisy test
images. The noise atoms were then included in the previously learned dictionary W (see
Fig. 3.6). The resulting dictionary (see Fig. 3.15) is then called a complete dictionary,
and is denoted by Wc.

Figure 3.14: Noise sample with a noise level of 1 %.

Atomic Distributions of Reconstructions

Now we use the complete dictionary including both match atoms and noise atoms to
approximate the same test image with the same noise levels as in Test 1. As before, no
restriction on the amount of atoms were set in NLS-BB-NMF in the reconstruction of
the patches. On the other hand, in K-SVD the OMP was set to have a maximum of 6
atoms per patch approximation as before.

It is expected that the proportion of noise atoms in each patch approximation will be
greater than the match atoms as the noise level increases. One way to examine this
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assumption is to observe the atom distribution of the approximation WH. From the
atom distribution one can observe how much each atom contributes in the approximation.
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(a) NLS-BB-NMF

(b) K-SVD

Figure 3.15: Complete dictionaries W
c

including both the match and noise atoms.
The value for a white pixel is 1 and for a black pixel is zero.
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(a) NLS-BB-NMF 0 %
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(b) K-SVD 0 %
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(c) NLS BB NMF 20 %
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(d) K-SVD 20 %
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(e) NLS BB NMF 70 %
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(f) K-SVD 70 %

Figure 3.16: The atom distributions of the approximation W
c

H of the test image V
with three different noise levels. The indices of the match atoms are 1-120 and those of
the noise atoms are 121-171. From the distributions of both NLS-BB-NMF and K-SVD
it can be observed how the frequency of noise atoms in the approximations increases
with increasing noise levels and the frequency of match atoms decreases respectively.
In the case of K-SVD the frequency of match atoms seems to decrease much faster than

for NLS-BB-NMF.
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Raw Denoising

At this point we have the approximations WcH of test images with varying noise levels
which were computed in the previous section using complete dictionaries Wc. We no-
ticed in Figure 3.16 how the usage of noise atoms increases with increasing noise levels.
The next step is to test whether we get closer to the clean test image V if we zero the
effect of noise atoms in the approximation WcH. By raw denoising of the image we
mean decreasing down to zero the values of the elements of H corresponding to the noise
atoms. We denote by Hz the coefficient matrix after raw denoising. Hence, by doing raw
denoising, we get an approximation WcHz of V that does not have the contribution of
noise atoms. We regard the approximation WcHz as a reconstruction of the clean image
V from the noisy test image Vnoisy. In figures 3.19 and 3.20 are shown visually the effect
of raw denoising with noise levels of 10% and 50%. The similarity values ssim(V,WcHz)

after raw denoising with varying noise levels between the clean test image and the re-
construction are plotted in figure 3.18.

For comparison to the results given by K-SVD and NLS-BB-NMF, in the figure 3.18
are also plotted the results of a denoising algorithm based on the non-linear Total Vari-
ation (TV). The total variation based denoising was introduced by Rudin et al. in [20].
The total variation problem relates to finding a function V (the clean image) of two
variables V : ⌦! R, that minimize the integral

min
V

Z

⌦
| rV |, s.t. kV � Vnoisyk22 | ⌦ | �2, (3.4)

where ⌦ denotes the image domain with its area being | ⌦ |. The function Vnoisy : ⌦! R
represents the noisy test image with estimated variance �2 of the noise. For solving the
minimization problem 3.4 (i.e. computing TV-denoising), we use an algorithm developed
by Zhu et al. (see [21]), called Primal Dual Hybrid Gradient (PDHG) algorithm and its
MATLAB implementation provided kindly by Xiaoqun Zhang 1. The reconstruction
errors yielded by tests 1 and 2 (raw denoising) are plotted in the figure 3.17 for assessing
the effect of raw denoising.

1
http://math.sjtu.edu.cn/faculty/xqzhang/html/code.html

http://math.sjtu.edu.cn/faculty/xqzhang/html/code.html
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Noisy test image, noise level 10 % NLS BB NMF, ssim(V,WH) = 0.69.

K-SVD, ssim(V,WH) = 0.82. TV, ssim(V,WH) = 0.85.

Figure 3.19: Reconstructions of clean test image V from the noisy test image V
noisy

with noise level 10 %. Similarities correspond to the values given in figure 3.18.
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Noisy test image, noise level 50 % NLS BB NMF, ssim(V,WH) = 0.34.

K-SVD, ssim(V,WH) = 0.60. TV, ssim(V,WH) = 0.65.

Figure 3.20: Reconstructions of the clean test image V from the noisy test image
V
noisy

with noise level 50 %. Similarities correspond to the values given in figure 3.18.
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(a) Clean test image, V

(b) Noisy test image, noise level 10 % (c) NLS BB NMF

(d) K-SVD (e) TV

Figure 3.21: Close-ups from the reconstructions in figure 3.19 with noise level of 10
%.
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(a) Clean test image, V

(b) Noisy test image, noise level 50 % (c) NLS BB NMF

(d) K-SVD (e) TV

Figure 3.22: Close-ups from the reconstructions in figure 3.20 with noise level of 10
%.

3.3.1 Discussion

From the atom distributions of WcH (Figure 3.16 ) it seems indeed that the proportion
of noise atoms increases with increasing noise level in relation to match atoms . Also the
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effect of the sparsity constraint can be seen in the distributions of both algorithms. The
distribution of NLS-BB-NMF seems to be rather uniform where all atoms are equally
used. In contrast, it can be seen in the distributions of K-SVD that only certain atoms
are favoured in the approximation WcH.

From figure 3.17 one can observe that in the case of NLS-BB-NMF the raw denois-
ing has rather a corrupting effect on the approximation, leading to a greater error than
that between the clean and noisy test image. This can be explained partly by looking
at the atom distributions of the approximations (Figure 3.16) and the visual similarity
between match and noise atoms, Figure 3.15. NLS-BB-NMF seems to use noise atoms
extensively even though the noise level of the test image is zero. Thus it could be in-
terpreted that for NLS-BB-NMF both match and noise atoms are equally important
building blocks when approximating the test image without noise. As a result, when ap-
plying the raw denoising, also visual information from the clean test image is lost in the
final approximation WcHz. The dissimilarity kV �WHkF and similarity ssim(V,WH)

in Test 1 with zero noise level was only 6.0 and 0.99 while in Test 2 after raw denoising
the values of kV �WcHzkF and ssim(V,WcHz) were 43.1 and 0.91. Also K-SVD uses
noise atoms for reconstruction with zero noise level. However raw denoising does not
affect so critically the quality of the reconstruction as figure 3.17 suggests. For example,
the reconstruction errors were kV �WHkF = 16.0 and ssim(V,WH) = 0.96 in Test 1
with zero noise level, while in Test 2, when applying the raw denoising and using the
complete dictionary, the errors kV �WcHzkF and ssim(V,WcHz) were changed to 27.0

and 0.91. This is a much smaller change when compared to the corresponding result of
NLS-BB-NMF. It appeared in the case of K-SVD that the reconstruction got even closer
to the clean test image after raw denoising with noise levels of 20%, 50% and 70%, see
figure 3.17.

Therefore it seems that in the case of K-SVD, noise atoms play a much smaller role in
the reconstruction of the clean image when compared to match atoms. This is because
the match atoms represent better the features of the clean image than the noise atoms.
This can be noted also intuitively by observing the visual difference between match and
noise atoms in figure 3.15. From the atom distribution in Figure 3.16, one can also
observe that with increasing noise level the proportion of noise atoms increases and
in turn the match atoms decreases. The interpretation of this could be that K-SVD
separates better the roles of the match and noise atoms in the reconstruction by using
noise atoms extensively when noise is increased. This does not happen with NLS-BB-
NMF, which implies that the match atoms are also used to create noise in the image.
In other words, the learned match atoms over fit into the given data as they can be
used also to model the noise. The tendency of K-SVD to prefer some atoms more than
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others could be seen to originate from the sparsity constraint used in the test phase. The
benefit of separating the roles between the different atoms is that the noise and wanted
information are not confused with each other. Therefore, when zeroing the coefficients
of noise atoms from H, the visual information of the underlying clean image is more
probably retained. It could therefore be concluded that raw denoising results in better
approximations of clean images for K-SVD with a sparse constraint than for NLS-BB-
NMF with only non-negative constraint (and without sparsity constarint). However,
it can be observed that the Non-linear Total Variational method is more effective in
recovering the corrupted pixels than the raw denoising approach. Hence, better denoising
methods using dictionaries should be developed.



Chapter 4

Summary

Theory and algorithmical approaches of two methods for image dictionary learning, called
NLS-BB-NMF and K-SVD, have been introduced. The experiments of these methods
covered learning features, called match atoms, from a training image of randomly or-
dered matches. The learned dictionaries of the algorithms were noticed to have very
different visual structure, although the approximations WH made by both dictionaries
were visually very close to the original image. Unlike the match atoms of NLS-BB-NMF,
the atoms learned by K-SVD contained shapes similar to the training image. The visual
difference between the learned dictionaries was seen as a consequence of the sparsity
constraint that was forced for the coefficient matrix in K-SVD (kcol(H)k0 = 6) but not
in NLS-BB-NMF.

The applicability of the learned dictionaries were tested by approximating a test picture
similar to training image with different noise levels. The sparseness of the approxima-
tions were greater with K-SVD, thus yielding more efficient compression. However, both
algorithms were able to produce approximations which were closer to the clean test im-
age than the noisy test image. This was thought to be the effect of dictionaries which
were representing only the features of the clean training image. This observation led to
a second experiment, where the algorithms were tested to compute the reconstructions
of the clean test image from the corresponding noisy test image by using the extended
dictionary containing atoms learned from a noise sample (noise atoms). The denoising
method was called raw denoising which meant simply eliminating the effect of noise
atoms in the approximation the noisy test image. The denoising results (i.e. the quality
of reconstruction) were evaluated by using Frobenius norm, which served as a dissimilar-
ity measure and the ssim-index that adapt better the way how human eye detect visual
similarity. For comparison, the non-linear total variation (TV) method was used for
denoising the same images. The match and noise atoms learned by NLS-BB-NMF were
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similar. As a result the NLS-BB-NMF did not recognize so well the role between the
match and noise atoms in the approximation of the noisy image. On the contrary, the
match and noise atoms learned by K-SVD were quite dissimilar. One reason was again
the sparsity constraint in the learning phase. The sparsity constraint was also thought
to cause the apparent ability of K-SVD to detect the role between the atom types in
the approximations with different noise levels. The difference between constraints in the
solutions of W and H were thus seen as a governing cause for the varying denoising
results of the methods. The denoised images of NLS-BB-NMF were more distant from
the original image than the denoised images of K-SVD and TV. Also it was seen that
the raw denoising method using extended dictionary was not as effective in recovering
the image as was the TV. An interesting question remains whether NLS-BB-NMF could
have performed better with added auxiliary sparsity constraint. Also another future
challenge would be to develop more effective denoising method that uses the learned
dictionary as an a priori knowledge. Fortunately there exist already lots of research from
the dictionary based signal denoising (e.g. see [1] and [22]).
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